
We all desire to be influenced and supported by others. Our lives are intimately and
consistently influenced by the people, places, activities, projects, and events which
we allow to occupy our time. The question is are you conscious of the type of
influence they have and is it serving your directions and focus in life? When you hire
me as your coach we focus on YOU and your goals. Let me provide some guidance
on what you may want to know about the importance of clearly articulating who a
coach is and how a coach would be most useful to you.

As a person committed to mastering various aspects and behaviors in your life and
accomplishing goals having feedback and suggestions to overcome any blockages
and challenges as well as limiting perspective is invaluable. We can’t see all aspects
of our behaviors. A key first step in hiring me as your coach is understanding what
brings you to coaching at this time in your life. What are you wanting to overcome,
accomplish or make even stronger?

A coach is someone who sees what you can’t always see. My contribution to you
happens in many ways and on many levels. I collaborate with you, challenge you,
and speak the truth as I see it. Since I work with others who have similar challenges
as you do, my experiences when spoken enable you to shift and create the results
you desire. 
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What makes my coaching unique is that I work from a model of identifying and living
with alignment and integrity. I use the Integrity Value Chart and Values as a tool to
pinpoint where you are and where you want to be with each of your goals, your life,
and your career. I feel that in addition to working with you in identifying your values,
vision, and purpose that knowing your current and developing level of integrity
assists you in more quickly integrating and accomplishing your goals.

As a person with a sincere desire to master your life hiring me as your coach is the
perfect next step. Being the best at something includes learning from others,
modeling behaviors after others and stretching yourself beyond what you thought
was possible. My coaching will assist you in gaining a fresh perspective. When you
are serious about learning and growing and wanting to make a significant difference
having a coach will accelerate that.

Coaching as an industry and service is no longer only a specialized expensive
service, everyone has the capacity and the resources to hire and work with a coach.
My coaching can impact all sectors of life from personal, financial, relationships, to
work related issues.
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We work with a coach when we’re ready to be debt free and build wealth,
undergoing a career transition, refreshing our spiritual path, reconnecting with and
refining our mission/purpose, in enhancing our parenting skills, in developing
creativity and deepening our love relationship. A coach is a significant contributor to
helping you to work smarter not harder. They are a resource and support for
assisting you in being at your best in an on-going and sustained manner.

Coaching is geared for those persons ready to make a change and shift in their lives
and are open to guidance and being held accountable to their dreams. I provide
specific mirroring, by asking profound and expansive questions, challenging you to
come forward, calling forth and evoking your brilliance, engaging all parts of you,
creating accountability structures as a way of measuring your progress, assisting
you to set goals which are compelling and exciting for you, and being a cheer leader
of sorts.

To embark on the process of hiring a coach for your life there are some basic first
steps to keep in mind. One of the first steps before hiring a coach is to assess
where you are and what specifically you believe you need support with. Give
yourself permission to notice your strengths and well as your weaknesses. You need
to know where you are and where you want to go initially which creates a gap
between your current situation and your end result
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Get results faster and in line with your values and purpose. Take your
finances, career, business and personal life to the next level. By working
with me you learn life skills which bring your goals closer to you and
maximize your time and energy. Together we design your individualized
strategy employing assessments, coaching conversations, new ways to
look at things, weekly assignments, inspiration, and accountability.

Cynthia Stringer at Success By Design
Schedule your complimentary Appointment

support@successbydesign.net
415-763-7309
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